Fast light based on excited-state absorption in erbium-doped fibers.
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Introduction

Coherent population oscillations (CPO) is a technique to obtain slow and fast light propagation (signal group velocities much slower or much faster than c) in various materials, such as rubi or erbium-doped fibers (EDFs) [1]. It consists on a modification of the absorption properties of a medium by modulating in intensity a light beam resonant with a transition of the medium. If CPO is performed when excited state-absorption (ESA) [2] is present, it can lead to fast light propagation without the needing of a pump beam [3].

Results

The energy levels system that describes the Er³⁺ ions is shown in figure 1 (left), where ESA is present at a wavelength near 787 nm. We can model the propagation of an intensity-modulated 787 nm beam, showing that when the ESA cross section is greater than the ground state absorption, a peak in the absorption spectrum of the modulated part of the beam appears, due to the CPO. Through the Kramers-Kronig relations it is easy to check that the index presents anomalous dispersion around the resonance frequency, and thus when the modulation frequencies fall into the absorption peak, the modulated part of the beam will propagate at superluminal velocities.

In order to observe fast light propagation in an EDF, we have modulated sinusoidally the output power of a 787 nm laser beam, and measured the fractional advancement (the temporal advancement normalized to the modulation frequency) at the end of the fiber, as a function of the modulation frequency. The results are shown in figure 1. It can be seen, that the fractional advancement presents a maximum at a modulation frequency that corresponds to the width of the absorption peak. This technique allows us to obtain fast light in EDFs through CPO without the needing of gain in the medium, as in previous works [2]. This phenomenon was used by Bigelow et al to obtain superluminal propagation in Alexandrite [4], but we believe this is the first time that fast light without the needing of pump is achieved in EDFs.

Fig. 1. Left: Er³⁺ ions energy levels, coupled by a 787 nm laser beam. Right: Fractional advancement measured for sinusoidal signals with different modulation frequencies, measured on a 1 m-long EDF with Er³⁺ ions density of 2,7x10²⁵.
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